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USE CASE DESCRIPTION
Public transport operator Bremer Straßenbahn AG (BSAG)
tested two electric urban buses from the OEM, SILEO
(12m and 18m low-floor each) in day-to-day operation on
a number of urban bus lines. Both buses were equipped
with low-floor technology, ticket vending machines and air
conditioning systems to ensure they met the usual standard
for urban buses operated by BSAG. The electric buses are
charged at the depot alone, using a charging infrastructure
leased from SILEO that can be used only for their vehicles.
The energy is supplied with power from the medium-voltage
network of the local energy supplier and thus uses no energy
from the existing DC tram infrastructure at the depot. The
SILEO 12m bus was in operation on the combined bus lines
29 and 52 from July 2016 to May 2017. From April 2017, both
buses ran on different lines: line 51/ 53 (12m bus for a total of
50,000km) and line 20/63 (18m bus for a total of 30,000km).

RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNT
In general, both the passengers and the drivers were
satisfied with using and operating the electric buses. Noise
generation, particularly while standing and during the bus
stop approach, could be reduced as the driving noise of
the electric bus wasn’t lower compared to a diesel bus.
The electric recharging at the depot requires different
management from current refueling procedure (diesel
bus = 10 minutes vs. electric bus = 5-8 hours). However,
the charging infrastructure is easier to manage when not
located in a public space, as there are fewer regulations and
statutory provisions that need to be taken into account. The
availability of electric buses does not correspond to that
of diesel buses (e.g. the 12m electric bus had run around
11,000km in ten months, while a diesel bus would have
run about 68,000km over the same period). As the electric
buses are run on a full-service leasing basis, there is very
little to be said about maintenance.

FUTURE PLANS
The two electric buses (12m and 18m) currently in operation
will be returned to SILEO when the leasing contract ends
in 2019/2020. The overnight charging infrastructure at the
depot will be dismantled at the same time. BSAG intends
to begin the procurement of series electric buses from 2019
onwards. The goal is to operate at least 55 electric buses
until the year 2025. In addition, BSAG is preparing to extend
its e-car sharing service in cooperation with the company
‘Move About’ located in Bremen, Germany.

Our aim is to offer
passengers a sustainable
mobility chain along
with our local partners.
However, this is only
possible with sustainable
local public transport as
the backbone.
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